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Abstract

This article endeavors to uncover the process of Islamization within the Cinnottabangka Kingdom, more commonly recognized as the Wajo Kingdom. Employing a historical approach, it utilizes various stages of historical research, involving heuristic methods for source collection, internal and external critique of historical sources, interpretation, and historiography. The findings from this research suggest the establishment of Wajo as a kingdom believed to have originated around the mid-15th century, initiated by an individual who founded the Lampulungeng settlement, known as Puangnge Lapulungeng. This phase progressed with the arrival of La Paukke, a noble and the offspring of Datu Cina, who laid the groundwork for the Cinnotabi Kingdom, eventually evolving into the Wajo Kingdom. Furthermore, Islam's adoption as the official religion in Wajo by the royal elite through the musu’ selleng, instigated by the Gowa Kingdom, is a significant event. This acceptance took place on Tuesday, 15 Safar 1019, corresponding to Sunday, 9 May 1610, when Arung Matowa Wajo La Sangkuru Patau embraced Islam, adopting the title Sultan Abd. Rahman. Subsequently, the reception of Islam by the Wajo kingdom led to substantial transformations in governance and social structures, notably through the Pangngadereng system, a set of normative and customary rules grounded in elements like ade’, bicara, rapang, wari. With the integration of Islam into the Wajo Kingdom's governance, the Pangngadereng system merged with Sharia principles. The amalgamation of Bugis Wajo cultural values within the Pangadereng concept and their alignment with Islamic teachings.
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INTRODUCTION
The Book of Lagaligo does not mention the Kingdom of Wajo. According to Lontara sources, the Kingdom of Wajo is considered a continuation of the Cinnotabi Kingdom. Following the conclusion of the reign of La Patiroi, the fourth king of the Cinnotabi Kingdom, the state experienced disintegration, leading to the establishment of two distinct governing regions: one under the rule of La Tenribali and the other under the rule of La Tenritappu. La Tenritappu’s unfavorable actions ultimately led to his assassination by his own people. This event, the assassination of La Tenritappu, became a pivotal moment for the reintegration of the people of the Cinnotabi Kingdom under the leadership of La Tenribali, now recognized as the Kingdom of Wajo. Subsequently, La Tenribali assumed the title of the first king, known as Batara Wajo I.¹

Through this consolidation, Wajo emerged as a prominent kingdom in the southern region of Sulawesi, spanning from the 15th to the early 19th century AD. Unlike many other kingdoms in South Sulawesi, the Wajo Kingdom initiated its dynasty with a narrative that had a degree of rationality. It commenced with a princess from Luwu afflicted by a skin disease (malasa uli) and subsequently exiled to Wajo. As time progressed, Wajo distinguished itself particularly in terms of governing administration. Implementing the concept of wanua, a confederation model emphasizing village autonomy, the Wajo Kingdom flourished during a remarkable era.2

The findings from the overall survey conducted by the Southeast Sulawesi Historical and Archaeological Heritage Sanctuary in [year], along with the research carried out by the OXIS Project in the Pammana District in 1999, have revealed the abundance of archaeological remnants in the Wajo region. This discovery underscores the critical need for extensive research. The diverse array of data gathered by the survey team, including forts, ancient mosques, ceramic fragments, pottery shards, and metal currency, offers valuable insights into the socio-cultural facets and historical narratives at the heart of Wajo, Tosora.

In a similar vein, the OXIS team's efforts to excavate areas believed to predate Tosora in the villages of Lapaukke and Cina Riaja yielded various data underscoring the need for exploration in the surrounding areas (limpo and wanua) beyond Tosora (the heart of Wajo). During the brief exploration of these villages, certain stones, considered by some as "fossils" from the I Lagaligo period, were found. Toward the eastern side, there existed a sizable stone mortar believed to belong to the We Cudai community, accompanied by the discovery of foreign ceramics, pottery, and resin. Further investigations conducted in Bukit Cina also unveiled an early and sophisticated stage of pre-Wajo development.3

The archaeological exploration of the sites within the Wajo Kingdom area has become increasingly crucial. Despite serving as a field for philological, historical, and anthropological research, the distribution of artifacts appears to have been underutilized in elucidating various issues concerning the socio-cultural dynamics of the Wajo Kingdom, particularly regarding settlement spaces. Several scholars have delved into different socio-cultural aspects of Wajo based on classical Lontara texts.


The processed texts from Lontara and oral history by previous scholars are undeniably important and should be examined from an archaeological perspective to gather empirical evidence. Consequently, the structure of buildings, the concentration of ceramic findings, and locations believed to have functional connections with the existence of Wajo's political center provide crucial testimony to the development of an economic-political enclave, at least from the early 15th century to the late 19th century.

However, these assumptions do not convincingly allow us to ascertain the chronological details and spatial aspects concerning their relationship with the structure and function of the site. Departing from this issue, this paper will reassess the Islamicization process in Wajo by tracing the historical progression from pre-Islamic times, the advent of Islam, and the occurrences of acculturation and assimilation of Islam with the culture and local beliefs of the Wajo community.

THE WAJO KINGDOM IN PRE-ISLAMIC TIMES
1. The Origin of the Wajo Kingdom

The historical trajectory of local kingdoms in the South Sulawesi region shows that the Wajo Kingdom was only recognized around the mid-15th century. Before that, Tana Wajo was merely a natural fortress, consisting of vast plains surrounded by thick bushes and untouched virgin forests. Abdul Razak Daeng Patunru described that in ancient times, when no one inhabited Wajo, the area remained an expansive land covered by dense forests, inhabited by various types of animals and a variety of bird species. Surrounding it were numerous lakes teeming with fish.

The term "Wajō" is derived from “bajo,” which refers to a large tree offering shelter to hunters in that region. Over time, the pronunciation evolved into "wajō," eventually becoming the kingdom's name. The Wajo Kingdom sets itself apart from other realms in South Sulawesi, including Luwu, Bone, Soppeng, Gowa, and others. The leadership in Wajo does not trace its lineage to Tomanurung (Bugis) or Tumanurung (Makassar), individuals with unknown descent and origins. Additionally, the Kingdom of Wajo lacks “arajang” (regalia). Like the kingdoms in
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South Sulawesi emerging in the mid-14th century, Wajo also came into existence around that period.

However, Luwu, Bone, and Gowa were established earlier than the Wajo Kingdom, as these three kingdoms were mentioned in Lontara Sukkuna Wajo (LSW). Even Tomanurung in Matajang, the inaugural king of Bone, was narrated in the early sections of LSW. By the onset of the 13th century, Wajo's territory started gaining acknowledgment and saw the settlement of various community factions. Among the early settlers who initiated the formation of communities in Tana Wajo was Puangnge Lampulungan. Afterward, it evolved into Cinnottabangka. In the Lontara writing system, Cinnottabbangka is denoted as Cinnottabi. With a growing population, Cinnottabi saw the appointment of La Paukke as its inaugural king. As time progressed, this territory eventually transformed into an independent kingdom.

2. Government Structure of the Wajo State

Batara Wajo held the highest leadership position, supported by three Paddanréng or Ranréng: Paddanréng Béttémpola, Paddanréng Taloténreng, and Paddanréng Tua, each handling specific governance matters. After the removal of Batara Wajo III in the Kingdom of Wajo, the governance remained vacant for three years, during which Arung Béttémpola took charge. Upon deliberation by the people of Wajo and Arung Béttémpola, appointing a leader as Arung Mataesso became imperative for the state. Consensus was reached to appoint La Palewo Topalipung, previously serving as Matowa in Majauleng. Since La Palewoi Topalipung's appointment, there was a change in title, transforming Batara Wajo into Arung Matowa Wajo.

Arung Matowa Wajo leads the state in collaboration with three prominent officials of the Wajo region. These officials include Pabate lompo or Batelompo, responsible for carrying banners represented by three lempo: Battempolo, known as Pilla with a red flag; Talotanreng, identified as patola with multicolored flags; and Tua, recognized as cakkuridi with a yellow flag. Initially designated for security and warfare in their respective areas, their roles expanded gradually due to the increasing administrative power, evolving into ministerial positions that assist Arung Matowa Wajo in governance.

The trio of Paddanréng alongside the trio of Batelompo form a collective entity referred to as Arung Ennenge or Petta Ennenge. Should Batara Wajo or Arung
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Matowa become part of this assembly, it takes on the name Petta Wajo. Within this organization, there exists a segment known as Arung Mabbicara (Speaking King), tasked with counseling and presiding over legal matters. Each Paddanréng is accompanied by 10 Arung Mabbicara. Among the total 30 Arung Mabbicara, a core group of 12 individuals holds significance, comprising 4 Arung Mabbicara for each Paddanréng. Their primary task is to adjudicate cases (maddatte bicara). Then, the other 18 Arung Mabbicara assist in mattetta mappanopate bicara (interpreting, lowering, raising), meaning they receive, examine, and bring cases to trial for decision by the Arung Mabbicara.

The role of Arung Mabbicara, if paralleled with today's terms, would be akin to a public prosecutor (jaksa). Apart from the Arung Mabbicara institution, there exists another body known as Suro Ribateng consisting of three individuals: one for Battempola, one for Talotanreng, and one for Tua. Their primary task is to act as official envoys conveying agreements. Suro Ribateng is only authorized to carry out tasks based on agreements and orders from paddanreng, directives from Batelompo, and instructions from Arung Matowa.8

The overall count of this institution includes Arung Matowa (1 person), Arung Ennenge (6 people), Arung Mabbicara (30 people), and Suro Ribateng (3 people). When totaled, it comprises 40 individuals who form the highest governing body in Wajo, later recognized as “Arung Patappuloe (Forty Kings)” or Puang ri Wajo. This institution holds sovereignty as the highest body in Wajo, commonly known as "Paoppang palengngngi Wajo," signifying the rise and fall of Wajo's fate lies in the hands of Arung Patappuloe.9

3. The Wajo Land’s System of Beliefs

In Wajo, a variety of deities known as Déwa Patoto hold sway over destiny, with Patotoé as the fate determiner and To Palanroé as the creator. These divine beings inhabit the celestial realm (boting langi), where they influence weather patterns, bestow prosperity, and at times unleash their might through thunder or droughts. Wé Nyiliq Timo, an entity from the submerged domains, recognized as the god of the underwater world, resides within lakes, seas, and rivers. Offerings like walsuji, featuring vibrant rice cakes, betel leaves, and chicken eggs, are submerged in these waters (rivers, seas, and lakes) as tributes.

Beliefs in this aquatic deity persist and endure to the present day. Worship of this entity is conducted through the maqcéraq tappareng ceremony, a rite
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involving the sanctification of lakes and the sacrificial offering of buffaloes, symbolizing devotion by presenting the animal's head to the ruler of the underwater realm, aiming to avert calamities through this charitable act. Belief in ethereal beings safeguarding lakes has integrated deeply into the community's daily life. Besides its functional roles as a breeding ground, fishing area, fish conservation zone, and residential space, Lake Tempé hosts revered spaces. Within Lake Tempé lie numerous hallowed sites profoundly revered by the local fishing communities. These sanctified areas act as venues for the maccéraq tappareng ceremonies, annual rituals offering tribute to the lake's guardian.

Moreover, within the Tolotang belief system, followers maintain faith in the previously mentioned deities, along with Dewata Seuwaé (originating from Déq indicating negation, watang for body or form, and Seuwaé representing oneness), akin to the concept of the One God in monotheistic religions. They also acknowledge the existence of spectral entities like peppo (flying apparitions), parakang (bloodsuckers typically seen during full moons), tau tenrita (ghosts), asupanting (shapeshifting dogs), among others.

THE INTRODUCTION OF ISLAM IN WAJO’S HISTORY
1. Islamization in Wajo

Before the arrival of the Minangkabau personalities—Dato Telluè (three datuks), namely Abdul Makmur Dato ri Bandang, Abdul Jawad Dato ri Tiro, and Sulaiman Dato Patimang—there already existed a Malay Muslim presence in Makassar. Following Gowa's official adoption of Islam on Thursday, September 22, 1605, marking the 9th of Jumadil Awal, 1014 Hijriah, it's recorded that the initial embracer of Islam was Raja Tallo I Malingkang Daeng Manyonri, Karaeng Tumananga Ri Bontobiraeng, the regional ruler of the Kingdom of Gowa. As a result, he was bestowed the title Sultan Abdullah Awalul Islam. Subsequently, Raja Gowa I Mangngarangi Daeng Manrabbia followed suit, later assuming the title Sultan Alauddin.
Concerning this issue, the inaugural Friday prayer took place in Tallo and was attended by all strata of Gowa-Tallo society on November 9, 1607, corresponding to the 19th of Rajab 1016. Ahmad Sewang notes the pivotal significance of this Friday prayer in the Islamization of South Sulawesi. Following this event, Sultan Alauddin proclaimed the Kingdom of Gowa as an Islamic realm, designating it as the epicenter for Islamization in South Sulawesi. His decision was grounded in a prior agreement among the kingdoms of South Sulawesi known as “ulu ada”. The agreement stipulated: “Anyone who discovers a superior path commits to sharing it with their allied monarchs.”

Gowa was responsible for spreading Islam to the Land of Bugis, as per the convention among Bugis kings in the past. This convention was an oath (påseng) among them stating that whoever among them found a better path should share it with the others. However, Bugis kingdoms that felt their strength became suspicious of Gowa's intentions, such as the kingdoms united in the Tellupocceo alliance, a combination of three realms—Bone, Soppeng, and Wajo—thus rejecting Gowa's invitation.

The rejection by the Tellupocceo alliance of Gowa's call was based on the assumption that it was a tactic to fulfill Gowa's ambitions in initiating expansion and dominance in the political and economic arenas across all the Tellupocceo kingdoms. This refusal by several kingdoms served as a reason for the Kingdom of Gowa to resort to arms. In 1608, Sidenreng was defeated and embraced Islam. Sidenreng joined Gowa's forces to attack Soppeng and converted to Islam in 1609. Subsequently, Soppeng also allied with Gowa's army, and together with Sidenreng, they attacked Wajo, successfully Islamizing it by 1610. Following this, these three Bugis kingdoms united with Gowa to assail Bone, successfully Islamizing it by 1611. After Bone embraced Islam, it was declared that all kingdoms in South Sulawesi, including in the Mandar region (now West Sulawesi), had entered Islam.

2. Islamic Progression Following Islamization

After Arung Matowa Wajo, La Sangkur Patau, and a substantial segment of the Wajo populace formally embraced Islam, Arung Matowa recognized the need for
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a knowledgeable figure—a scholar or preacher—to provide in-depth guidance and education on Islamic principles to the community. Arung Matowa La Sangkuru Patau then sent a representative to Gowa, requesting the dispatch of a preacher. Upon approval, Sulaiman Khatib Sulung was tasked with imparting Islamic teachings to the people of Wajo. His teachings, identified as Dato Sulaiman’s teachings, encompassed the following aspects in LSW:

“Do not rely on bird calls when undertaking tasks; refrain from making sacrifices, as it may be perceived as idolatry. Avoid considering anything as sacred. Abstain from seeking guidance through palmistry, as it is believed to bring fortune. These practices constitute infidel beliefs, expressions, and actions, which are condemned by Allah. Abstain from consuming pork, prohibited by Muhammad and forbidden by Allah. Refrain from committing adultery, prohibited by Allah and forbidden by Muhammad. Avoid drinking alcoholic beverages, prohibited by Allah and forbidden by Muhammad. Refrain from participating in usury, prohibited by Allah and forbidden by Muhammad.”

Arung Matoa and the Wajo community embraced this practice. In LSW, it’s noted that the prevailing custom back then involved cremating the deceased and preserving their ashes in a tajo (urn), which was eventually interred. Dato Sulaiman advocated against cremation, emphasizing shrouding the deceased and then burying them. Following the acceptance of Dato Sulaiman’s teachings by Arung Matoa and the Wajo populace, Dato Sulaiman invited Arung Matoa Wajo to a lake for a ceremonial bath and discourse. The impassioned speech delivered by Arung Matoa La Sangkuru resonated with fervent approval from the Wajo people, confirming and endorsing his words. Consequently, the community ceremonially bathed or cleansed Arung Matoa.

ACCULTURATION OF ISLAM WITH THE CULTURE OF THE WAJO SOCIETY

The fusion of Islam with the Wajo community’s culture involved Dato Sulaiman consistently harmonizing Islamic law with local customs, avoiding any clash between traditions and religious principles. Dato Sulaiman’s statement, “Naiya adek na bicaranna sarake, narëkko mabbicārai tennacèllèngi arung, mabēla ripuadai ala


nauttamalye,” highlights that, in accordance with customary Sharia, the ruler should refrain from meddling in decision-making processes.

Dato Sulaiman informed Sultan Alauddin, the King of Gowa, of his successful endeavors in spreading Islam in Wajo, where religious practices were established and mosques thrived. The King of Gowa then directed Dato Sulaiman to Luwu for further Islamic teachings. After a brief stay in Luwu, Dato Sulaiman passed away and was interred in Pattimang, earning the name Dato ri Pattimang (commonly known as Patimang). Upon learning of Dato Sulaiman's demise, Arung Matoa sought an ulama from Gowa, leading to the dispatch of Dato ri Bandang to Wajo, who eventually assumed the role of judge (kadi) following Dato Sulaiman's tenure.

Dato ri Bandang's arrival in Wajo marked the continuation of spreading Islamic teachings among its populace. A year later, a grand celebration of Prophet Muhammad's birthday (Maulid Nabi Saw) took place in a significant mosque. However, a dispute arose during the event between the amil from Tuwa and the bilal from Bettémolla, proving irreconcilable. Witnessing this, Dato ri Bandang and Petta Iwajo observed the behavior of the parèwa sarak, identifying violations of customary legal norms. Consequently, Dato ri Bandang initiated a reform within the parèwa sarak bureaucracy, removing officials who breached decorum or lacked understanding. Dato ri Bandang recommended to Petta I Wajo the appointment of parèwa sarak officials from noble backgrounds, considering their expertise in customary law.20

During the reign of Lamameng Puwenna Radènggalo, a Ranreng in Akka (reigning from 1821-1825 AD), accommodating Sharia law alongside customary law was keenly observed by the ulama (Islamic scholars) in Wajo. At that time, an esteemed scholar named Sheikh Madinah arrived. He successfully encouraged the women of Wajo to wear the headscarf. Lamameng Puwenna Radènggalo, acting as the Arung Matoa, was deeply committed to Islam. As the Arung Matoa, he aimed to re-establish Sharia law in Wajo (previously, there had been a vacuum in Arung Matoa's leadership for four years due to conflicts among the limpo and the six royal councils). Some policies implemented by the Arung Matoa included:

The directives set by Arung Matoa included several significant reforms: first, the prohibition of idol offerings (mapi-narakai), followed by the felling of numerous large trees used in ceremonial offerings and the demolition of ritual huts. Moreover, there was a conscious effort to treat the Lili, a district ruler, equally among the populace. Another pivotal change was the replacement of the death penalty for

thieves with hand amputation, exemplified in the cases of Lasoso and Wepacedda. Furthermore, inheritance laws were formally instituted.

Notably, the implementation of these inheritance laws triggered a protracted debate between Arung Matoa and the Wajo community. Eventually, the community embraced the customary laws governing inheritance, despite initial reservations expressed by figures like Arung Bèttèng. The consensus ultimately stood firm, echoing the decision made by Arung Matowâè, emphasizing the importance of adhering to the ancestral customs that defined the societal norms in Wajo.21

During that period, Arung Matowa sought to institute inheritance regulations based on Sharia law. However, Arung Bétténg contested this proposition, asserting that Wajo women couldn’t align with Sharia law's provision of a one-half share for women, given that Wajo customary law already mandated equal inheritance shares for both genders. Thus, Arung Matowa opted against implementing this particular inheritance law.22

Furthermore, there occurred an integration of Islamic customs into the indigenous cultural framework termed “Pangadereng.” Pangadereng represented the wisdom imparted by kings or sages in the Bugis region during the 16th/17th century, encapsulating written records like Lontara Latoa, which elucidated Bugis perspectives on religious norms, cultural practices, state laws, and more. The components of Pangadereng encompassed four facets: Ade’ (customary practices), Rapang (Jurisprudence), Bicara (Judiciary), and Wariq (Social hierarchy). With the advent of Islam, these four elements were augmented by syara (Islamic law), culminating in a total of five elements as a consequence of the influence of Islamization.

The way of life in Bugis Wajo society is renowned for its concepts of etiquette, sanctions, and life solutions, including: Maradeka To Wajoe (independence in life), wari (honesty), tuppu (respect), rapang pura onro (inheritance law), and naita alena ade’na napupuang (attention to children as they grow).23 The Bugis cultural values, steadfastly held by the Wajo community, consist of four elements before Islam and expand to five after the arrival of Islam (ade’, wari, rapang, bicara + syariat), all encapsulated in the terminology of Pangadereng, signifying customary traditions. Alongside these values within Pangadereng, to reinforce these cultural values, the


23 M. Arif Mattalitti, Pappaseng To Riolota (Jakarta: Sastra Indonesia dan Daerah, 1986), p. 87, 277, 282.
Bugis people introduced the concept of Paseng (Messages/Advice from kings/wise individuals), manifested through "SIRI," including:

Narekko lolongekko paddisengeng Majeppu mununtunitu Pattiroangna decenna lino na Akherat, meaning: acquiring knowledge means obtaining guidance for the afterlife. Siriem Rionroang Lino Narekko de ni Sirie Tau-Tau mami/Lebbi kessinni olo kolee, which translates to: it's only through a sense of shame that we can attain human values in the world; without shame, no creature is more precious than us. Both the Pangadereng and Paseng concepts have simultaneously constructed the awareness and societal order for the Bugis people, especially Bugis Wajo, which can be seen from the legacy of their societal system. Even today, it remains a repository of local wisdom for those of Bugis descent, even when residing abroad.

Reconstructing the application of Pangadereng values and Islamic Sharia would significantly contribute to anticipating modern cultural values that do not align with the Indonesian national identity, which have heavily influenced the lifestyles of today's younger generation. This reconstruction can be achieved through various creative steps, primarily disseminated within the realm of education, which serves as the primary pillar supporting the future quality of our nation. Considering the principles of Bugis cultural values/Sharia as fundamental traditional values along with Pangadereng and religion, it becomes evident how essential it is to implement:

The value of steadfastness, understood as a principle of commitment and consistency, necessary to resist temptations that may sway principles; the value of honesty as the most crucial aspect to avoid any form of engineering and manipulation, both in outward actions and inner thoughts and the value of intelligence, crucial as the primary asset to prevent being deceived and to refrain from deceiving others. Actions should be well-considered to prevent regretful consequences; compassion is highly needed as a binding force for relationships, fostering a sense of brotherhood and closeness, promoting proper conduct and peace among all components of society.

CONCLUDING

The Wajo Kingdom, originating in 1399, inherited the legacy of the Cinnotabi Kingdom. Nestled in the Tosora hills, its heart, encircled by five lakes—Latalibolong, Lababa, Seppangnge, Latanparu, and JampuE—positioned west, south,
and east of Tosora village, while northern hills connected to Cinnongtabi Village. During the 15th to 17th centuries, Wajo adhered to a monarchy, succession passed along hereditary lines. Conflicts led to a shift to a constitutional monarchy, relying not solely on customary law but also on the Ammana Gappa. Subsequently, it transitioned into a democratic system aligned with Pancasila. Despite not formally adopted, Wajo predominantly observed customary law, evident through institutions like Parewa Sarak, governing religious affairs.

Noorduyn’s Theory parallels the Islamic conversion in South Sulawesi to other archipelagic regions, comprising three stages. Initially, Islam entered Wajo through Malay Muslim traders engaging in trade. Second, Wajo’s elite embraced Islam after Gowa Kingdom’s attack, marked on Tuesday, 15 Safar 1019 (equivalent to Sunday, 9 May 1610). Arung Matowa Wajo La Sangkuru Patau embraced Islam, assuming the title Sultan Abd. Rahman.

Embracing Islam catalyzed significant shifts in governance and societal structures within the Wajo Kingdom, respecting local customs under the Pangadereng framework—an amalgamation of ade’, bicara, rapang, wara. Islam’s integration merged Pangadereng with Sharia, harmonizing Bugis Wajo cultural values with Islamic teachings, fostering a cohesive lifestyle spanning individuals, society, state, and spirituality. Anchored in steadfastness, honesty, intelligence, and compassion, it’s substantiated by textual sources—Qur’an and Sunnah—guided by "Siri" values, emphasizing personal integrity, social responsibility, and reverence towards Allah, the Creator.
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